
NOLAN AND ST KILDA

FROM ST KILDA LAD TO SOPHISTICATED ARTIST

Sidney Nolan’s childhood memories of St Kilda loomed large in his 
creative imagination just at the moment when he shifted in his own 
conviction and practice as a distinctly modern artist. The paintings 
on display at CMAG are from a larger series that Sidney Nolan 
made about St Kilda from 1940 to 1945. He worked on this theme 
at the same time as making the Wimmera series, when stationed 
in western Victoria during his Australian Army service, and then the 
Ned Kelly paintings, which were principally made at Heide in outer 
Melbourne.

Luna Park in Melbourne was part of my kitsch heaven as a 
boy. After I left the army … I tried to recapture things again, 
to re-experience them. I guess it was about reorientation, and 
soldiers know how impossible it becomes: it is all distorted.1

The St Kilda foreshore was a fantastical landscape by the bay,  
a confection of exotic plantings and architectural styles that by  
day shimmered in the sun and at night came to life under a  
glittering garland of electric lights. 

For the child, a place of sandcastles, sweet treats, sing-along 
matinées and the physical freedom to swim and dive. For the  

Albert Tucker, Entrance to Luna Park, State Library of Victoria.

teen and adult, a place of hidden pleasures, grotesque distortions, 
and delight in the terror of the Ghost Train or the Roller Coaster. 
Nolan was an athletic boy and remained so as an adult, enjoying 
cycling, swimming and skylarking and here he could swoop up  
and down and around on the rides, feeling the sensations of  
gravity and experiencing the coloured blur of movement. He 
relished doing things at speed and this was to transfer into his  
way of making art with quick strokes and very liquid enamel paint.  

St Kilda was a place with a sense of the world turned upside  
down from the rest of staid suburban Melbourne – this was a  
place where difference was not only permissible but encouraged. 

I spent all day and much of the night on the beach – it was 
university, gymnasium – everything combined.2

But this was not just a place of memories of childhood exploits. 
Nolan’s friends have vivid recollections of going there with him  
after he had left home as a young adult and was living in the city. 
Nolan obviously delighted in touring his old haunts with his new 
artistic friends. 

Newly arrived young Queensland poet Barrie Reid recalled: 

Nolan and I went a number of times to Luna Park in December 
1946. He challenged me to various acts of bravado such as 
standing up at the top of a curve just before the Dipper  
plunged down, going on the tall slide without a mat etc.3

These paintings reveal an artist experimenting with materials  
and scale, responding to the innocence of child art and the  
bold colour of The French Impressionist artist, Henri Matisse  
but ultimately finding his own voice. This improbable world  
of extremes at St Kilda was his jumping off point.

FOCUS WORK: UNDER THE PIER 1945

Sidney NOLAN, Under the pier, 1945, Ripolin oil enamel, Dulux alkyd and Duco 
nitrocellulose on Masonite. 

Jutting out into the generally still waters of Port Philip Bay, St Kilda 
Pier has been a place for summer skylarking and promenading from 
its earliest days as a small jetty in the 1850s. A kiosk, shelter and 
extended bathing area were added after 1907.

Nolan painted bathers on the pier several times in the early 1940s. 
Their bright, bold, flat colour reflects the stylistic influence of the 
French artist Henri Matisse. Nolan had seen reproductions of his 
works from the early 1930s but had the opportunity to see them in  
the flesh along with those of other famous artists such as, Cézanne, 
Picasso and Dalí at an exhibition of modern French and British 
paintings in October 1939. 

Under the Pier 1945 marks a very different thought process and style:

They’re some kind of memory trace of people. I’ve left some  
kind of linear burning on my brain which these paintings  
capture. They’re a nerve ending rather than a particular  
boyhood representation of diving off a pier.4

The three wide-eyed, fleshy pink children have been variously 
identified as Nolan’s siblings, or his boyhood mates, but what is clear 
from the composition, is how big they are relative to everyone else. 
From the perspective of a deserter in hiding, this childhood universe 
of imaginative play, a little bit out of sight, had a potent nostalgia.



FOCUS WORK: CATANI GARDENS 1945

Sidney NOLAN, Catani Gardens, 1945, Ripolin oil enamel, Dulux alkyd and Duco 
nitrocellulose on Masonite.

Catani Gardens was developed as a landscaped pleasure garden 
on reclaimed land on the St Kilda foreshore from 1906. Designed 
by noted Public Works Department engineer Carlo Catani, most of 
the signature planting of palms, the winding pathways and lava rock 
drinking fountains were completed by 1920. This was the time when 
the young Sidney Nolan began his boyhood adventures in  
the neighbourhood:

Revisiting his childhood haunts with layers of memory just as  
World War II was ending, Nolan painted this work in 1945 when  
he was lying low at Heide, absent without leave from the Australian 
Army. He recalled, ‘I began (in the early 1940s) to see that  
St Kilda meant something to me and began to feed it into  
one’s art machine.’5

Catani Gardens depicts evening in the gardens, when darkness  
and shadow brings a veil of intimacy for the courting couples  
who embrace beneath the shimmering glow of lamplight. The  
bright lights of the St Kilda Pier are a distant blur from the  
lovers’ green sanctuary.

1 Sidney Nolan in Elwyn Lynn, Sidney Nolan – Australia, 1979. 
2 Sidney Nolan, ‘Down Under on a Visit’, Queen, 15 May 1962.
3 Barrie Reid accompanying note to Sidney Nolan’s (Untitled) Big Dipper, 
1941, Heide Museum of Modern Art Archive, courtesy of the Trustees of 
the Barrett Reid Estate.
4 Sidney Nolan interview with Bernard Smith, 1962.
5 Sidney Nolan interview with Bernard Smith, 1962.

1. LOOK – SEE – WONDER – CONNECT

Complete this exercise for one of the paintings by Nolan in  
this module:

•  Look: Take a least 1–3 minutes to look slowly and carefully  
at the work of art.

•  See: What do you see? Make a dot point list for everything you 
see. Try to observe and describe the image fully, starting in the 
top left corner, scanning down, and continue across the painting.

•  Wonder: What are you wondering about? Write down a dot point 
list of all the questions you have about the artwork. Then, put a 
star next to the question you are most interested in. Write down 
possible, speculative, imaginative answers to your question.

•  Connect: In what ways do your own experiences connect  
with what you see in the painting?

2. MODERNISM

Google the painting Shearing the Rams by Tom Roberts, another 
Australian artist. Roberts belonged to the Heidelberg School and 
these artists painted in an Impressionistic style. Sidney Nolan 
rejected the Impressionist style of art in favour of a Modernist 
style. Define Modernism as an art movement. What were the 
characteristics of the Modernist style of art? In what ways is 
Modernism different to Impressionism?

RESPONDING
3. NOLAN INSTAGRAM STORY

Look at CMAG’s example:
Nolan and St Kilda Instagram Story

This was created for a young primary school aged audience. 
It asks young children to respond creatively to the Nolan’s 
paintings. Your task is to create an Instagram Story for a 
secondary school audience that includes fun facts about the 
works. It should include:

• A combination of text, image, gifs, emojis and stickers.
• A title page.
• A page of fun facts about Under the pier.
• A page of fun facts about Catani Gardens.
•  A page that lists captions for each painting and  

should include:
 – Artist
 – Title of the work
 – Date
 – Medium



4. CRITICAL ANALYSIS

Study the critical analysis of Shearing the Rams below, then apply the same questions  
to one of the paintings by Nolan in this module.

• Title of the work: Shearing the Rams.
• Medium: Oil on canvas.
• Dimensions: 121.9 x 182.6 cm.
• Date of the work: 1889–90.
• Collection: National Gallery of Victoria.
• Style: Australian Impressionism and the Heidelberg School.
•  Techniques: Realistic brushwork and an interest in the way  

light hits objects.
•  Composition: The eye is led from the young boy in the foreground, back  

to the shaft of light in the background. It is a lively composition with a sense  
of three-dimensional space.

•  Elements of Art: Describe the ones that apply to the work.  
Line – There is a strong line leading the eye in a diagonal direction from  
the foreground to the background. 
Colour – A warm rich colour scheme has been employed creating a harmonious 
atmosphere and reflecting the tones in the dry rural landscape of Australia. 
Shape/Form – Three-dimensional forms are arranged inside a triangular shape  
to give strength to the composition. 
Tone – Tone has been used to emphasise the effect of light coming from a single  
light source on the right-hand side. It has the effect of unifying the work. 
Texture – The artist has skilfully painted a wide range of textures such as soft fleece, 
knotted timber, hair and creases in clothing. 
Symbols – The sheep was a symbol for Australia and rural life during the 1880s.

•  What country and time-period does it belong to? The painting is set in Australia 
around the time of the centenary celebrations. It belongs to a time of nationalistic pride.

•  Does it belong to an art movement or style? The painting belongs to the  
Heidelberg School and is considered to be painted in an Impressionistic style  
because light was important.

•  How does it reflect a culture (class, race, gender, politics, economics, technology)?  
Tom Roberts was attempting to portray a unique Australian identity that involved  
hard work, rural life, mateship and courage. Wool, at the time, was Australia’s most 
important export. It reflected the Australian politics of the era. 

•  Does the work have the same meaning and value for us today? What is missing? 
This painting does not symbolise present day Australia in the following ways:

- The majority of the population lives in cities.
- The economy has changed and does not rely heavily on wool.
-  It does not reflect the diversity of the Australian population which is  

multicultural in nature.
-  There are no women in this painting and women artists were under-represented  

during this time in history.
-  Aboriginal people, who have played an important role in rural Australian life  

since colonisation, have also been omitted.

MIXED MEDIA ABSTRACT 

Complete this exercise for one of the paintings by Nolan  
in this module:

Search your memory from a time that you were immersed in  
a playful or exhilarating experience. Some examples might be:

• Riding the Civic Merry-Go-Round
• Experiencing rides at the Canberra Show or Floriade
• Holidaying at the coast
• Playing in a park
• Spending time with friends or family.

Collect images, drawings, photographs, patterns, textures, 
objects, colour swatches that are connected to that experience. 
Choose some of these elements to form the basis of an artwork 
that combines collage and painting. Rather than recreate a 
realistic image of the memory, try to create an abstract work 
of art that relies on colour, line, shape, texture and pattern to 
capture the most essential features of the memory. What format 
will you choose to present your artwork? Consider creating a  
2D or 3D mixed media work or an artist book.
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